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VERSION 6.1
When developing Version 6, Adsystech worked with agencies and
organizations in attempt to perfect an easy, user-friendly approach to
software that assists clients with their customers. By taking advantage
of today’s technological advances, Adsystech has been able to revolu-

KEY POINTS
+ PORTAL ABILITY
Welcome to the new and imporved
Quick Entry! By creating a front-end

tionize basic capabilities and functionalities, giving users an efficient

portal, customers are able to pre-regis-

and effective system at the reach of their fingertips.

ter for placement in programs and
services. The collected data from the
portal is centrally accessible for clients
and can be used to validate placement
and finish applications.
+ CENTRAL ARCHIVE
The central archive is a repository
Adsystech created to store all demographic information entered into the
system. Clients have access to the
centrally stored data without the

KEY NEW FEATURES
ADD/EDIT/DELETE BUTTONS
+ Consistent throughout pages/tabs
+ Configurable to adhere to your user
group permissions
+ Allows users to quickly make changes
through pop-up technology without ever
leaving the page/tab.
QUICK ACCESS MENU
+ Provides easy and quick access to application/household listings, allowing you to
easily switch applications and household
members with few clicks.
+ Adsystech specifically added a MyCase tab
to allow users to view a list of their
caseloads in one click.

INTEGRATED TOOLS AND ASSISTANCE
+ Gives users the ability to understand or
receive further clarification of a page
+ Tool Tips allow for quick explanations

hassle of needing to be managed.
+ HTML5 PLATFORM
With all of today’s new devices,
Adsystech takes in account an user/-

when a cursor is dragged over certain

case manager’s need for mobility and

elements

versatility. By having a HTML5

+ Training videos assist user with page/tab
navigation
+ Required areas are highlighted in red with
additional noted astericks

Platform, Version 6 can be used across
several browsers. Clients can now find
the mobility they need across various
devices such as iPads, and smart

REAL TIME INCOME AND

phones. Anticipating the additional

ELIGIBILITY VERIFICATION

need for a system with intuitive

+ Case Managers can now easily manage and

abilities, Version 6 dynamically adjusts

verify client eligibility.
+ Business logic flows onto one page
(Verification Page) allowing a seamless
verification process.

to various resolutions, thus making it
adaptable to screens as small as an
iPhone or as big as a desktop.

